
It”s Fine to Combine

Teaching English in Combined Classes



Cross the River

Both classes follow the steps across the river. The steps are 

photos and their task is to say the word for the photo as 

they step onto it.



Stop the Bus   III                Vanishing Game I
Students write a food word starting with                                        Put a set of toys on the desk for three seconds.

any letter, for example C. Say “Start the                                       Ask students to close their eyes and remove one of the                     

bus”.                                                                                                  Toys, The student who guessed the missing toy, gets 

the           

The student who finishes the first says                                          toy.

“Stop the bus!” Students get 1 point for 

each letter they wrote, the longer the 

word the bigger the score. 

Two points extra for the student who 

stopped the bus.



Catch the Baloon III         Guess the Toy I

Write questions on the balloons, one            Students choose a toy from the closed 

question each, for example “Do you like       box and guess what the toy is by               

peas?” Throw the balloons so that                 feeling it through a hole in the box.

each student can get one. Student

answers the question and then throw 

the balloon to others and grab the other 

one. 



Two Truths and One Lie  III                    The Mole  I

Each student writes three statement              A Wordwall activity.

about food likes and dislikes, where only       Hit the moles which have got  toys on  

two of them are truths. Other students            them.

guess which one is a lie.



The Mole III                     Odd One Out

Hit the moles with the food words on            Remove the odd toy flashcard out.

them.



Remember the String III      The Wheel   I

The first students says a sentence:            Spin the wheel and say the word.

I LIKE APPLES

The next one repeats the sentence and 

adds another food and so on…



The Food Plane  III          Unwrap the Ball I

The Wordwall Plane with food                        The ball goes around the class while  

vocabulary .                                                     music plays.              



Stand up Questions III    Open the Box I

Students sit in a circle and hold the food       Open the box and say the toy. 

they like on the  flashcards in their hand.

One students stands and makes 

questions, for example:

DO YOU LIKE APPLES?

The one who likes stands up.



Let’s All Together Count to 20

All students count to 20 in a random order but without overlapping. If they overlap 

they have to start again.




